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The Bible is a central cultural source for the linear conception of time: in the en-




being preserved. The relationship to time started to gradually change from the general 
conceptions	of	linear,	collective	time	which	is	external	to	us	to	a	more	subjective,	per-
sonal	conception	of	time.	In	consumerist	capitalism,	time	becomes	personal.	I	demon-
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INTRODUCTION
Time is a culture-dependent concept. Throughout the various periods of West-
ern	civilization,	different	concepts	of	time	–	some	contradictory,	some	comple-




has been transformed by the culture. The second is a personal and authentic 
timeline which characterizes capitalism and the culture of individualism. This 
cultural	perception	of	time	manifests	itself	in	the	cultural	discourse,	as	well	as	
in literature and in the arts.
In	this	article,	we	will	 look	at	these	two	axes	of	cultural	time	and	examine	
their religious roots. Religion is an explicit marker of culture. The religious doc-
trines	of	any	given	culture	reflect	its	thought	systems	and	cultural	values.	The	
Christian religion and culture of the West were based on the Jewish scriptures 
that	were	transmitted	throughout	the	different	regions	of	the	Roman	Empire.	
Christianity	 preserved	 and	 diffused	 the	 books	 of	 the	 Old	 Testament	 canon.1 
Both	religions	view	the	Old	Testament	as	a	holy	text,	as	the	absolute	truth,	the	





of European identity.2 Therefore I will look for the roots of the Western cul-
tural perception of apocalyptic time in the texts of the Bible and the Christian 
scriptures,	all	while	examining	the	development	of	personal,	authentic	time.	I	
will also analyse artistic concepts of time that do not necessarily represent the 
dominant	perceptions	presented	in	culture,	as	will	be	explained	in	the	article,	
and even criticize present conventional concepts of time. I will demonstrate 
and analyse such approaches in the paintings of Chaya Agur.3 My explanations 





has	since	1978	exhibited	her	paintings	 regularly	 in	 the	Netherlands	 (Amsterdam,	The	Hague	
and	 Rosendale)	 and	 throughout	 Europe	 (Paris:	 The	 World	 Center	 for	 Contemporary	 Art,	
Nancy:	Galerie	Poirel,	Barcelona:	Marlborough	Art	Gallery).	In	Israel,	Agur	exhibited	in	2009	at	
the	Municipal	Gallery	 in	Afula	and	 in	2010	at	the	Jerusalem	Theater	for	the	Performing	Arts.	
Between	2002	and	2007,	 she	 ran	a	private	gallery	 in	 central	Amsterdam,	“The	Crane”.	Agur	
uses	mixed	techniques,	oil	paints,	watercolours	and	drawing.	Her	art	is	influenced	by	Dali	and	
Chagall and her style can be called surrealist-symbolic.
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THE LINEAR TIMELINE





end,	which	 is	not	a	predetermined	 future:	“For	 if	 ye	 thoroughly	amend	your	
ways	and	your	doings	…	then	will	I	cause	you	to	dwell	in	this	place,	in	the	land	
that	 I	gave	 to	your	 fathers,	 forever	and	ever”	 (Jer.	 7:5–7). Man,	 in	 the	Bible,	
finds	himself	within	the	stream	of	time,	at	any	moment	of	which	he	may	be	sub-
jected	to	the	test	of	whether	or	not	he	succeeds	or	fails	to	live	up	to	God’s	will.5
This perception of time as an arrow leading from Genesis to Apocalypse lies 








linear timeline with upward momentum in that there is an expectation of future 
success.	This	 looking	forward	towards	the	future,	which	appears	for	the	first	
time in the Old Testament as opposed to the predetermined future commonly 








Fig. 1: Biblical time narrative graph.
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as	 that	 is	 its	essence.	Saint	Augustine	 recorded,	“But	 there	was	nothing	cor-
poreal	before	heaven	and	earth	…	For	whatsoever	that	were	of	which	such	a	
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know what shall be in the last end of the indignation: for at the time appointed 
the	end	shall	be”	(Dan.	8:19).	The	things	described	 in	Daniel’s	vision	became	
a cornerstone of historical perception in Western culture. Empires come and 
empires	go,	colliding	with	one	another	and	replacing	each	other	in	turn,	but	this	
essential structure is the singular purpose that binds this process in an inevita-







The foundations laid in the book of Daniel were elaborated upon towards the 
end	of	the	Second	Temple	period,	just	before	the	Temple’s	destruction.13 There 
are those who maintain that this literature was written out of despair and loss 
of	faith	in	daily	religious	worship	as	having	an	influence	on	the	salvation	of	the	
individual and of the nation.14 The idea of the apocalypse in the New Testament 
is	rooted	in	the	Old	Testament,15 and this fact raises two somewhat contradic-






ity. The Old Testament sources put forth not a coherent vision of salvation but 
rather a series of apocalyptic motifs which place an emphasis on the momentum 




Temple era Judaism. His overall conclusion is that Jesus himself associated with the sages and 
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an end.20 All of Christian philosophy takes place within the sequence of time 
and	thus	within	history.	The	story	of	humanity’s	origins,	as	it	is	told	in	the	West,	




that rely on the Bible as the cornerstone of their worldview.22 The foundation 
for this is laid out as early as the book of Genesis.
Genesis,	which	is	a	“book	of	origins”,	tells	us	of	the	“origin	of	heaven	and	
earth”	as	well	as	 the	genealogy	of	 families,	 tribes	and	nations.	The	book	de-
scribes	acts	that	denote	either	progress	or	regression	as	far	as	the	fulfilment	of	
mankind’s	mission	–	as	mandated	by	God	–	is	concerned.	In	other	words,	acts	
that express loyalty to the mission or rebellion against it. The book then goes on 
to report on the successes and failures of the chosen ones to advance the great 
promise inherent in their mission. This is the same principle according to which 
the	stories	of	the	Israelites’	origins	had	been	selected	throughout	the	first	five	
books of the Old Testament. The Hebrew Bible is characterized by a historio-
sophical	approach,	that	is	to	say,	the	writing	is	influenced	by	the	experience	of	
history,	the	impressions	made	by	historical	events	and	hope	for	the	future.	The	
biblical	story	 is	composed	of	the	history	of	 ideas	and	of	 ideals,	written	down	
with	linear	uniformity	that	did	not	exist	in	the	first	place.23 This biblical under-
pinning	has	had	an	influence	on	cultural	domains	that	are	marked	by	modernity,	
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had inherited the Judaic conception of time and history through the Old Testa-
ment.24	However,	while	the	Hebrew	Bible’s	framework	sees	history	as	a	process	
separate	from	the	divine,	the	inclusion	of	God	in	the	course	of	history	was	an	
innovation brought about by Christianity.
The	writing	of	history,	generation	after	generation,	was	 influenced	by	 the	
way the biblical stories were told. The three historical religions had imprinted 
our consciousness with a perception of history as a succession of patriarchs.25 






A created world must make room for history because only under this as-
sumption	can	one	 reject	 the	 theory	of	 the	eternal	 return	of	past	events:	 the	
sequence	of	generations,	without	beginning	or	end,	would	transform	time	into	
a	 cyclical	 phenomenon	without	hope	or	meaning.	Christianity	 is	 a	 historian’s	
religion	–	the	Christian	holy	books	are	history	books	and	Christian	worship	com-
memorates	episodes	from	the	life	of	God	on	earth,	alongside	church	liturgy	and	







West,	have	to	constantly	 learn	 lessons	from	the	past	 if	 they	wish	to	succeed	
in the future.26	History	has	a	style	and	an	order,	which	grow	more	perfect	over	
time.
THE RIFT BETWEEN MYSTICAL TIME AND EARTHLY TIME




25 It is telling that the chroniclers of the Middle Ages could not help but begin their accounts of the 
present	generation	by	relating	back	to	Adam,	the	first	man	(Sand	2004,	24).
26 Bloch	1964,	5–6.
27 Cultures which maintain circular time generally speaking see no point in planning for the future 
or	anticipating	it,	for	the	future	is	nothing	but	a	repetition	of	what	has	already	happened	in	the	









The	 belief	 in	 one,	 extra-natural,	 creator	 God	 took	 control	 away	 from	 the	
wheel	of	fortune,	the	forces	of	nature	and	the	deterministic	fate	that	make	up	







































Eternal time belongs to God and so do the heavenly bodies which dictate the 
human	calendar	 year	 –	 the	 sun	and	 the	moon	are	 also	 subject	 to	God’s	will.	
When	he	wants	 to,	God	can	 change	 their	 course	and	 stop	 time:	 “Sun,	 stand	








exists outside of nature while controlling its forces. God reveals himself to man 
through	his	actions	in	history,	by	appearing	in	earthly,	human	time.	It	is	through	
the transference of God from the realm of nature to the realm of history that 
Judaism has allowed God to be distanced from mankind. Unlike the pagan reli-
gions,	in	which	the	cyclical	powers	of	nature	are	ever-present	and	man	inhabits	
the	same	mystical	time	as	them,33 the God of the Old Testament exists outside 
of	nature	in	an	eternal	present	and	reveals	himself	to	humans	periodically,	con-
ducting his relationship with them linearly in the course of human time. This he 
does	through	miracles,	revelations	and	the	envoy	of	angels.
The authors of the Old Testament share the idea that the divine real is scary 
and	awful;	a	glimpse	into	mystical	time	is	therefore	a	powerful	experience.	In	
the	first	chapters	of	the	Bible,	mystical	time	is	very	close	to	human	time,	which	
is still in the process of becoming. God is very much involved in the lives of the 



















a repetition of the actions of the gods or of the ancient ancestors.34 In cultures 
where	the	concept	of	time	is	cyclical,	earthly	time	is	not	disconnected	from	mys-





since he is emulating a divine archetype.35
In	Catholicism,	mystical	time	is	linked	to	the	religious	experience.36 The Church 
promised unconditional love to all those who took refuge under its wing and 
offered	humanity	a	way	to	believe	that	God	loves	us	and	has	forgiven	us.	The	
universe was a simple place to understand: man stood at its centre with heaven 
or	hell	as	his	future	destination,	in	the	promised	mystical	time.	The	theological	
notion	of	time	is	not	derived	only	from	a	fixed	future,	but	comes	also	from	the	
promise	of	salvation	as	the	Christian	“Realized	Eschatology”37 largely explains. 





ular rhythm of the seasons and the calendar of agricultural work. The belief that 
beyond these time-marking events there was a realm of eternal time provided a 
34 Eliade	1959,	22.
35 Funkenstein,	1991.
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measure	of	confidence	in	time.	The	process	of	secularization	and	the	transition	
to	life	according	to	the	clock	in	the	earthly	realm,	as	opposed	to	the	calendar	
in	 conjunction	with	eternal	 time,	gave	people	 living	 in	Western	cultures	new	




ferring	 to	 the	painting	“Crossing	Nature”	by	Chaya	Agur	 (fig.	 2).	 In	 an	 inter-
view	with	the	painter,	she	explains	that	the	title	“Crossing	Nature”	has	a	double	
meaning	in	relation	to	the	painting	–	it	refers	to	the	crucifixion	of	nature	as	well	
as	 the	act	of	angering	nature,	or	going	against	 its	 laws.	The	painting	depicts	
the paradox of the eternal time that Jesus represents as the son of God and 


















customary	depictions	of	 Jesus’	mother,	 she	 is	not	by	his	 side.	 Instead,	 she	 is	
distant	and	symbolically	representative	of	the	two	kinds	of	time	–	as	the	eternal	






image of God conduct a shared existence within the human frame. In my opin-
ion,	the	painting	emphasizes	the	 indifference	of	nature	to	the	human	history	
and its events within time. The painting contains other elements from the paint-
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belonging	 to	God	and	 the	angels,	 and	 the	entrenchment	within	earthly	 time	
which	provokes	 the	 appetite	 for	material	 success	 and	earthly	glory,	 through	











Fig. 2: Chaya Agur, Crossing 
Nature, oil on canvas, 40 x 
50 cm.
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tances the human being from an authentic inner search.
PERSONAL AUTHENTIC TIME




culture. Individualism is tightly bound up with the birth of the self-awareness 
necessary for the development of the individual. While this self-awareness had 
Fig. 3: Chaya Agur, Falling Angel, mixed techniques, 50 x 60 cm.
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already developed all the way back in the classical era and in the ancient Jewish 
tradition,39 the rise of individualism in its modern reincarnation was made pos-
sible by secularization:40 individualism allowed man to abandon his ties to the 
moral	structure	of	God’s	universe	in	order	to	accept	any	“truth”	he	discovered.
Somewhat	 paradoxically,	 individualism	 developed	 within	 Christianity	 de-
spite the lack of freedom Christians experienced under the yoke of the Catholic 
Church. Christianity teaches the individual to distinguish between good and evil 
and	allows	him	to	“fulfil	himself”.	In	Judaism	and	in	the	classical	Greek	tradition,	
the individual actually has less responsibility than in Christianity: the Christian 







categorically which sources were worthy of historical attentions and which 
were forbidden.42	The	people	of	the	Renaissance,	by	contrast,	adopted	the	ap-
proach	of	Cicero,	who	called	history	“the	teacher	of	life”	and	focused	on	human	
drama,	human	relationships,	human	weaknesses	and	successes.43 History too 
went	through	a	process	of	secularization,	based	on	the	arrow	of	earthly	time,	
as	it	is	characterized	in	the	Bible.	That	is	to	say,	it	is	informed	by	the	idea	that	
understanding human experiences of the past is helpful in understanding the 
present and can even be used to predict the future.
These combined phenomena of secular individualism and the return to earth-
ly time can be witnessed in Renaissance art.44 The link between art and cultural 
moods is rather complex. The study of art history is based on the nature of the 
connection	between	works	of	art	and	cultural	trends	or	the	zeitgeist	in	different	
fields	of	human	culture.45 We can agree that Renaissance art celebrates the em-
39 The	God	of	the	Old	Testament	allows	man	to	be	free.	Although	God	is	a	legislator,	a	reward	giver	
and	a	punisher,	reward	and	punishment	are	not	arbitrary	acts,	such	as	Calvin’s	God’s	decisions	
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powered	individual,	the	self	as	a	source	of	truth	and	thus,	through	a	process	of	
self-discovery,	the	creation	of	the	unique	self.	An	example	of	this	can	be	found	
in the biographies of the Renaissance. Biography provides a study of the individ-
ualistic marks of distinction attributed to important persons.46
The	 race	 towards	 the	 future	 inside	 earthly	 time	 has	 led	 to,	 among	 other	
things,	 the	development	of	 the	modern	conception	of	 time,47 along with the 
growing	importance	of	competition.	Through	this	process,	minutes	became	val-
uable and time became such a precious resource that humans feel they must 
not waste it on worthless pursuits.48	For	example,	the	Renaissance	artist	Alberti	
Batista,49	 in	order	to	make	the	most	of	his	time,	began	each	day	by	making	a	
precise schedule. Man became master of his fate and time became a personal 
resource.
As	we	mentioned,	 this	 appearance	of	 the	 individual	 along	with	his	unique	
perception	of	time	is	reflected	in	Renaissance	art	in	many	ways,	including	in	the	
technique of perspective drawing. Perspective captures an individualistic view 
of	the	world	since	it	depicts	the	observer’s	personal	point	of	view	within	earthly	
time. The retreat of mystical time is the retreat of the simultaneous point of 
view,50	which	 is	a	way	of	 looking	 from	the	standpoint	of	divine	eternal	 time,	
bearing no perspective geometrical considerations.
The	practice	of	perspective,51	which	was	developed	in	the	Renaissance,	at-
tests to a change in the conception of time: the estimation of perspective is 
chronological	and	causal.	As	the	observer	moves	through	time	and	space,	his	
personal perspective changes. Therefore the reality seems to change with every 

















the observer. The artist and architect Leon Battista Alberti established perspective as a theory 
for	painters	and	architects.	See	Backet	1994,	88.
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opposed	to	the	eternal,	divine	point	of	view	which	dominated	art	over	the	pre-
vious centuries. The description of the world through the light entering the lens 
of	the	observer’s	eye	turns	the	discrete	observer	–	the	artist	–	 into	the	focal	
point of the world.
The	painting	“Death	of	a	Soldier	on	a	Mondrian	Battlefield”	by	Chaya	Agur	
(fig.	4)	is	a	good	demonstration	of	the	perspective	technique.	The	painter	said	
that she was reacting to the theory of painting of Pieter Cornelis Mondrian. 
Mondrian,	a	Dutch	painter	and	one	of	the	founders	of	Modernism,	painted	in	








ing point of the perspective. Perspective is limited: it cannot see space or time 
beyond	the	vanishing	point,	and	death	in	the	painting	represents	temporality.	
Fig 4: Chaya Agur, Death of a Soldier on a Mondrian Battlefield, oil on canvas, 80 x 60 cm.
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Agur’s	painting	also	expresses	a	critique	of	male	logic,	expressed	by	linear	time,	
while	female	time	is	represented	as	cyclical,	thus	the	male	symbols	in	the	paint-

















through time of future personal and authentic success. This motivation may be 
religious	in	its	origins,	but	it	has	undergone	a	process	of	secularization.




Greek cultures and claims that the fundamental divergence between the two is 




renewal,	exchange,	 irreversibility	and	 improvement.	Galen	adds	that	 the	 lack	
of free will in classical Greek culture is also a result of its proper cosmology. In 
an	eternal	and	deterministic	world,	free	will	cannot	exist	–	everything	is	in	the	
hands	of	fate	and	necessity.	The	Old	Testament,	which	posits	a	world	created	
ex nihilo,	pre-supposes	the	existence	of	free	will.54 This free will is at the basis of 
the personal authentic axis of time.
In	today’s	technological,	consumer	capitalist	society,	time	has	become	a	val-
uable personal resource linked to success and achievement and perceived as 
53 Dihle	1982.
54 Kaufman	1972,	244.
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an authentic form of capital. Social and economic success today is measured in 
terms	of	efficacy	and	optimal	results	within	a	limited	frame	of	time.	Whoever	
cannot	meet	the	deadline	or	perform	according	to	schedule	is	considered	unfit	
or	a	 failure.	 It	was	 in	1748	 that	Benjamin	Franklin	uttered	his	 famous	maxim	
“Time	is	money.”55 This attitude towards time in the West has produced an eco-
nomic	metaphor	of	time	known	as	“temponomics”	–	the	combination	of	time	




feels as if time itself is in motion. Time is experienced as a central resource that 
is	constantly	depleting.	It	is	a	unit	of	value,	a	form	of	tender,	capital	to	be	invest-
ed and consumed and most importantly an important resource for success.57 




Westerners live with the temporal biological feeling of our lives rushing by us 
and of ever-nearing death and personal decimation. Time-based expressions 
such	 as	 the	 “ticking	 biological	 clock”	 express	 life	 as	 a	 kind	 of	 organic	 clock	
whose time is limited and allotted in advance.
EPILOGUE
As	this	article	shows,	the	biblical	arrow	of	time	which	underpins	the	foundation	
of Western culture and leads us from Genesis to Apocalypse is also present in 







However,	while	the	overall	perception	of	time	 in	the	West	 is	 linear,	today,	
in	 the	digital	age	and	 in	 the	New	Age	era,	we	are	witnessing	the	emergence	
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to	mystical	 simultaneous	 time	–	 to	observation	 from	the	“divine”	viewpoint.	
It	is	possible	nowadays	to	see	or	experience	the	whole	world	simultaneously,	
thanks	to	an	 immense	capacity	of	memory,	which	 is	not	unlike	the	complete	
memory that is possible on the level of a higher power such as God.59 The cre-
ation of a virtual environment can also be likened to world creation.60 A virtual 
reality is not necessarily similar to everyday reality. The virtual world can be very 
different	from	the	real	world,	even	in	its	most	fundamental	principles.	Such	an	
environment takes us back to the dream time characteristic of surrealist art. 
The	dream	does	not	follow	the	laws	of	reality	or	of	any	particular	style	–	every	
artist	has	their	own	personal,	subjective	environment.
To	 sum	up,	 let	 us	 examine	 this	 surrealist	 dream	 time	 in	 the	painting	“The	
Two	Madonnas”	by	Chaya	Agur	(fig.	5),	which	depicts	several	realities	existing	
simultaneously,	side	by	side.	This	is	a	time	that	contains	everything	–	the	past,	
the present and the future (as it appears nowadays in the digital augmented 
59 Rosen	2016.
60 Friedman	2006.
Fig. 5: Chaya Agur, The Two Madonnas, oil on canvas, 60 x 50 cm.
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of view upon the linear time concept of the capitalist culture. This is why I chose 
to include it in the summary of the article. Maria looks on with compassion at 
humanity’s	Sisyphean	struggle	 in	and	with	 time.	Her	compassion	stems	 from	
the broader perspective from which she observes reality. In the painting Maria 
herself is the source of all the seemingly changing forms that come from her 








And rather make them born to our desire
Than think that we before have heard them told.61
According	to	Shakespeare	the	quick	aging	and	changing	of	everything	“new”	is	actu-
ally an illusion that conceals the cyclical truth.
61 Booth	1977,	107.
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